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ABSTRACT

HERV- high energy radiation visualizer is a system for imaging in X- and gamma-ray
regions developed by RECOM during recent years. Its later version provides the real
industrial prototype that has been already tested under the complex gamma-field
conditions of highly contaminated nuclear facilities in Russia and Germany. New special
options for initial CCD camera frames processing (CCD camera operates in slow
repetition mode) allow one to perform imaging without heavy shielding during a long
exposure time. Image processing options allowing one to take into account background
radiation, noise and drift of electronics are described The contaminated pipelines and
vessels HERV .imagery results are presented Background dose rate in rooms with
contaminated equipment appeared to be up to 1 R/hour and from imR/hour up to
50mR/hour at detector's head location. The major contaminating nuclides proved to be
Co-60 and Cs-137. Imaging time was chosen to be 0.2 -1 hour. Data acquisition and
processing procedures enabled to avoid, the high background dose rate influence at the
device measuring head location. Superposition of gamma images over optical images
indicates that the major contaminated parts of the pipelines were their bends, places of
their connection, arid their valves. . ' •
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Nowadays many industrial and research nuclear reactors have worked out their reserves and are
removed from operation. In the course of reactors' operation an internal radioactive pollution of the
equipment (e.g., pipelines of primary cooling loop) occurred. The reactors' disassembly arrangements
require the performance of certain decontamination works and, first of all, the identification of the
equipment's mostly polluted parts. At the majority of research reactors, the premises of the first
circulation loop of cooling are of;the small dimensions. The dose rate in these premises is determined
both by direct radiation from pipelines' contaminated internal surfaces and by scattered radiation from
the premise walls and equipment located in it. Therefore the localization of the most active radiation
sources by usual methods (e.g. .by integrated dosimeters) is not always effective. One of new methods
of the radioactive pollution mapping is y-radiation sources imagery. Several reseach groups have
recently developed portable devices for gmma-imaging(l0). •
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We describe an application of a novel portable gamma-imaging system HERV (high energy
radiation visualizer) for radioactive sources mapping in nuclear facilities. A short description of
HERV is presented either. Its first, simple version was created and used in summer 1986 for search
and visualization of intensive radioactive sources at the Chernobyl NPP unite #4 and around of it(4>5).

DESCRIPTION OF THE HERV

HERV is an automatic computer controlled measuring system, intended for the y-radioaetive object
imaging. The device's external appearance is shown in Fig. 1. HERV consists of the following main
components: the measuring head for y-image acquisition; video camera for grabbing of the object
optical image and stopper, which automatically opens and closes a collimator aperture of a measuring
head.

Fig.l

Rotary gear serves for continuous selection of viewing direction, and the onboard computer is used
for reading out and preliminary processing of the optical and y-images and the HERV systems control.
The device is operator controlled by means of a personal computer connected by cable with onboard
computer. The cable length may be varied up to 200 m. A HERV measuring head detailed description
may be found in{S>,

Two cone collimator from tantalum is used in it to form the y-image at a detector. Scintillating
crystal CsI(Tl) serves as a detector. The light produced in scintillator is amplified by the image
intensifier. It reduces the image size by 5 times, that permits to adjust the scintillator geometrical
parameters to that of photo detector. Low noise CCD-matrix with thermo electric cooler serves as
photo detector. All elements of measurement head are onboard computer controlled Lead shielding of



25 mm thickness is used for reduction of y-quanta's quantity coming to a detector apart from
collimator. To escape the influence of electronics thermal and electrical noises, as well as y-quanta
coming to detector through shielding besides collimator aperture on image quality computer
controlled lead mechanical stopper is placed in front of collimator. The measuring head weight is 35
kgs, whilst the net device weight with rotary gear equals to 55 kgs.

For general system components handling, as well as for optical and y-images acquisition,
processing, storage and representation an appropriate software has been developed. The image
processing procedures allow to take into account high background level, noise and drift of electronics.
These procedures allow to exclude the influence on image quality the drift with linear and square time
dependence that is especially urgent for so far considerable exposure times for weak sources imaging.
The proper background dose rate account permits to have thin shielding and low device weight. This is
very important for application in industrial conditions.

The exposure time is selected by the operator. The device can operate in a single-frame mode or in
a mode of frames accumulation. The single-frame mode is used for preliminary device calibration. For
y-imaging, as a rule, mode of accumulation is used, i.e., the certain sequence of reading out, so called,
informative (stopper being opened) and background (stopper being closed) frames. The obtained y-
image is displayed periodically on an operator's computer screen. The operator being able to halt the
accumulation, if will decide, that the obtained image has good enough quality. For convenient visual
representation on a display y-images are interpolated and displayed in pseudo-colors.

As a result of laboratory testing with Cs-137 sources (E=661keV) the following device parameters
are gained: the total angle of view - 20°; the angular resolution -1° ; the minimum detected activity for
the point source at 1 m distance for measurement time of 1 hour is 7.4 MBq (SNR=5), for the
continuously distributed source Cs-137 - 2.43*106 Bq/cm2. It is possible to detect point source image
in presence of other y-radiating objects placed outside of device field of view if their additional dose
rate is up to 200 times higher (Cs-137 sources) than that of imaged source.

RESULTS OF GAMMA-IMAGING AT NUCLEAR RESEARCH REACTORS IN RUSSIA
AND GERMANY.

The system HERV was applied for first stage water circulation loop survey of two research
reactors, removed from operation several years ago. The device worked in an automatic mode and was
operator controlled from the laboratory premise under normal dose conditions. Background dose rate
in premises with the contaminated equipment was up to 1-R/h. The device was placed near door or
inside premises where dose rate was relatively low (10-50 mR/h). The major dose contributed
elements were Co-60 and Cs-137.

A number of good images were obtained for measurement time of 0.2 - 1 hour. Superposition of y-
images on optical images shows that the major contaminated parts'of pipelines are their bends, places
of their connection and their valves. The distance between device and sources was within 3 - 6 meters.
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Thus numerical procedure for parallax compensation between gamma and optical images which axes
are shifted by 5 cm was created too. As a result of the present study, the mostly active source images
and pipeline-activity maps were obtained. The images of a fragment of the primary reactor coolant
circuit are presented in Fig.2 (Russian Research Center "Kurchatov Institute").

In the left-hand part of a figure the superposition of the facility optical image, acquired with a
video camera, and the y-image of objects (shown by isolines) is presented. On the right, the same y-
image is shown in gray scale palette. The scale on the right part of the figure shows the activity of the
object in relative units. The angular vertical size of all pictures shown in figures 2 - 4 is 34°. One can
see the most contaminated objects in it.
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Fig.2.

.In Fig. 3 the activity map inside thermo exchanger is shown as an example (Research Center
Karlsruhe, Germany). In the left-hand part of a figure the superposition of the premise optical image,
acquired with a video camera and the y-image of objects (shown by isolines) is presented and in right -
the same y-image is shown in gray scale palette. The scale in right part of a figure shows activity of
object in relative units. On the operator computer screen the optical view and y-image of objects are
shown in two conjugate windows. Gamma-image is presented in pseudo colors, which palette may be
matched by operator. The superposition is made in pseudo colors too and relative intensities of optical
and y-images in it may be adjusted. These possibilities allow to identify completely the activity
location.

The comparison of the activity maps obtained by imaging with data being collected earlier by usual
methods has shown, that new device locates the activity distribution more completely and clearly. For
example, in spite of surveyed premises were studied by integrated dosimeters some times, new
unknown sources of radiation were found out after survey by HEE.V. In a number of cases, for
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example for case shown in Fig. 3 results obtained by HERV were not correspond to initial
assumptions. Obtained activity map indicates, that the activity is distributed on the bottom of thermo-
exchanger. It was assumed earlier that activity is concentrated in one bright point only.

Fig.3

Experimental researches on nuclear facilities have shown, that HERV application may be
extremely useful at planning of the decontamination work sequence in contaminated premises and the
device may be used effectively at realization of disassembly work on nuclear reactor, removed from
operation. Really, as Chernobyl experience has shown, the elimination of the most active objects of
radiation permits to reduce value of dose rate significantly. This simplifies considerably realization of
further work. We conclude that after last improvements HERV is real industrial prototype of y-
imaging and visualization system for operation in nuclear industry.

CONCLUSIONS

The application of a new automatic radioactive objects visualization system for surveying of the
nuclear reactors equipment has allowed to obtain important practical results, This system differs from
similar devices'1"^ by better angular resolution, low weight and has comparable sensitivity. Work on
further improvement of the device parameters, in particular, sensitivity is continued. The results of
preliminary experiments have shown that it is probable to increase the device sensitivity more than one
order of magnitude.
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